
HOOKED SUP NZ

Stand up paddle boarding rental and tuition @ Pt Chev Auckland. Auckland Paddleboarding specialises in Stand Up
Paddleboard (SUP) rental, instruction.

You'll never have to leave equipment on the beach again! With more than 15,km of coastline and hundreds of
lakes, there are plenty of amazing environments to hop on a SUP board and start exploring. Once adjusted for
your particular board, the SUP Wall Hanger can be loaded and unloaded by a single person. Why does that
matter? The simple and versatile design of the SUP Carrier Pack allows the paddler to load and unload their
SUP board and paddle by themselves in an easy and efficient manner. When not in use, both arms can rotate
within their mounts to fold flat against the wall. The lights illuminate fish, eels, stingray and underwater
vegetation below your paddle board! Pick up the whole assembly by the shoulder strap and sling it across your
chest. Join in with the Kiwi culture through the sport of stand-up paddleboarding! Quality steel construction
and versatility ensure that you will be using this piece of equipment for years to come. Now with a long list of
prototypes extensively tested, our product range is extremely stiff, durable and will stand the test of time.
About Armstrong Foils Without doubt Armie has a unique pedigree, being a beach born kiwi he has spent
most of his life in and around the water. You'll never have to leave equipment on the beach again! Simply lay
the straps on the sand, place the board on top of them, clip the straps together, and tighten them with a tug on
the loose end of the webbing. Importantly while making the prototypes, Armie spent considerable time
working with legendary foil maker and boat builder Jim Moore veteran from various Team New Zealand
America's Cup wing building campaigns who helped immeasurably with seasoned advice on all angles
especially defining the construction details, material selections and layups, including the unique
Quad-C-Beam core layup resulting in an Ultra stiff mast Finally Rob Whittall - top Aerofoil designer - with a
lifetime of tweaking foil sections for hang-gliders, para-gliders and kites, provided pivotal input on the most
stable foil sections that we have specially created for this new generation of ultra stable Hydrofoil. You can
add your store description, current promotion or any other information via admin panel Best Sellers.
Whangamata All the action is out on the water in the little Coromandel town of Whangamata. Explore the
beaches and inlets of this island of the Hauraki Gulf, also famous for its wineries. Once adjusted for your
particular board, the SUP Wall Hanger can be loaded and unloaded by a single person. Paddle through an
archway into the middle of a ring-shaped island with towering cliffs topped with forest. Quality steel
construction and versatility ensure that you will be using this piece of equipment for years to come. An
Armstrong design is a no compromise design. This underlying passion and love of H2O has seen Armie
tackling some of the gnarliest white water that New Zealand has to offer, challenging himself in Hawaii
foiling both the Pailolo and infamous Pailolo Channels. While mounting hardware is not included, the two
hot-cut holes for each strap can accommodate a variety of mounting screws and will not tear. This national
park is renowned for its pristine golden sand beaches backed with native forest and dotted with bird sanctuary
islands. You can add your store description, current promotion or any other information via admin panel Best
Sellers. Product testing and evaluation. Armie develops these products to satisfy his desire to be out on the
water progressing and pushing his own skills while honing the ride of the foil or board he is creating.
Realising this was a complex and detailed design challenge, Armie enlisted talented and diverse design
expertise from a wide range of highly respected individuals. The two top stand-up paddleboarding locations
are on the magnificent Blue Lake and Lake Rotorua itself, with trips taking you up a channel to a stunning
waterfall. The ergonomically designed, moulded foam shoulder strap converts to a generously sized fanny
pack, which holds the harness's components while not in use. While continually fixing and improving this
equipment to stay on the water, an understanding of what is important to make a better, more reliable system
started to grow. Pick up the whole assembly by the shoulder strap and sling it across your chest. This first top
of the line kite foil setup broke after 3 sessions.


